. We prove here a priori upper bounds on the values of the functionals at E 71 in terms of d for an arbitrary fixed n. Thus, we prove a quantitative version of the following almost obvious statement : although E 71 can be embedded arbitrary badly, we can guarantee the existence of a d-hypersurface rigidly isotopic to it which is embedded nicely enough.
More precisely, let r(E 71 ) denote the distance from E 71 to its central set Center (E 71 ) (which is defined as the union of the focal point set and the set of points y € R 71^1 such that the minimum of the distance between y and a point x of E 71 , min \x-y\, is attained at more than one point x). We refer to X^2j" [LF1] , [LF2] , [M] , [MW] , [VEL] for some properties of central sets. Define the crumpleness of E 71 , A<E 71 ), as the ratio diamRn+^E^/r^E 71 ). Some properties of the crumpleness functional are discussed in [N2] . We introduce also a functional y^E") = max (|Jb, Remark. -From (1.1), (1.2) one can derive estimates on another global geometric characteristics of E 71 invariant under rescaling. For example, let %(E 71 ) be the injectivity radius of E 7 ' in the inner metric. Then (1.1), (1.2) and the inequality (10) in [BZ] , Corollary 34.1.9, imply that vol(E^)^/z(E^) < exp^^exp^W^)), (perhaps one can derive a better estimate).
Let us describe the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we show that it is sufficient to find a hypersurface E 71 isotopic to E 71 , which is a zero set of a polynomial q of degree d such that
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where co(n) and ao(n) are some constants depending only on n and Conv(E^) denotes the convex hull of E^ in R^.
Consider in the space of coefficients the discriminant variety which corresponds to polynomials p such that gradp vanishes at a point of the zero set of p. It is contained in a possibly larger algebraic variety which is the zero set of a polynomial T. This polynomial is denned as the sum of squares of resultants of a system of n + 2 homogeneous forms of n + 2 variables (these forms are the projectivisations of polynomials p, 9p/9xi, i = 1,... ,n 4-1, cf. [VW] ). The key moment in the proof is that the polynomial T is a polynomial with integer coefficients which can be estimated. This enables us to prove that every connected component of the complement to the zero set of T contains a ball of a large enough radius having a non-empty intersection with the unit ball. Note that if two vectors of coefficients belong to the same connected component of the complement of the zero set of T then the corresponding zero sets are rigidly isotopic (any path connecting two vectors inside the component corresponds to a connecting rigid isotopy). Thus, any d-hypersurface is rigidly isotopic to a zero set of some polynomial q of degree d with rational coefficients such that numerators and denominators of all the coefficients can be bounded by some bounds depending only on n and d. It is obvious from the finiteness of the set of such polynomials that there exist an upper bound depending only on n and d on max ||Hessg(a*)||/ min |gradg(.r)L where E^ is a-eConv(E^) ^GS'J the zero set of q. Such a bound follows from a result of Vorobjov [V] (see also [GV] ). (The proof of this result uses Lazard's work on the lA-resultant [L] ). This bound coincides with (1.3). This completes the proof.
As an application we prove the following result. We would like to mention here also an application of Theorem 1.1 to a question posed in [ABB] , p. 156. Namely, Theorem 1.1 can be used to majorize the minimal number of simplices of a (7°°-smooth triangulation of a d-hypersurface in H^1 in terms of d and n only. Indeed, the minimal number of simplices of a C°° -triangulation of a submanifold is invariant under isotopies of the submanifold. Hence Theorem 1.1 permits to reduce the case of an arbitrary triangulated d-hypersurface E 71 to the case of a d-hypersurface E^ satisfying inequalities (1.1), (1.2). But for such hypersurfaces it is easy to derive an explicit upper bound on the minimal number of simplices of a C^-triangulation.
Indeed, one cas use Whitney's proof of the triangulability of smooth manifolds ( [Wh] , ch. IV). On the first stage of the proof a subdivision LQ of R ?^+l , where consti(n) depends only on n. The length h is defined by formula (5) on p. 129 of [Wh] . One can see from this formula that h >_ const2(n)min{<5o,$o^iL ^ere const2(n) depends only on n and ^o?^o^i ^e defined, respectively, in texts of Theorem 10.A, Lemma 8a and Lemma 8b of Chapter IV of [Wh] . Since E^ is a C^-smooth hypersurface, SQ coincides with r(E^). Not entering into details, note that using a quantitative version of the implicit function theorem (cf. [N3] , Proposition 3.2, or [AMR] , Supplement 2.5A) and the inequality r(E^) < I/ max \kz(x)\(= I/max ||iy(.z')||), .ces^,ze{i,...,n} xeô ne can prove that min{^o5$i} > const3(n)r(E^). Here, as before, ki(x) are principal curvatures of E^ at a point x and W(x) denotes the second fundamental form of E^ at x. This argument implies a polynomial in /t(E^) upper bound for the number of simplices of the triangulation. This method together with Theorem 1.1 leads to a doubly exponential in d upper bound for the number of simplices. Thus, we come to the following corollary of Theorem 1.1 :
COROLLARY. -For any n there exists a constant 7(71) with the 
As a corollary from Theorem 1.3 one can prove the following generalisation of Theorem 1.2. 2) The zero set of pi is a compact smooth curve S^ and gradp^(:r) ^ 0 for any x € S^ ; and 3) S^ is isotopic to S^.
Note that the method of the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be easily generalized for the case of greater codimensions and a multi-codimensional analogue of Theorem 1.1 can be formulated. We believe that the proposed method using the fact that coefficients of the resultant are integers and Vorobjov's estimates of sizes of compact zero sets of multivariate polynomials with bounded integer coefficients can be widely applied in the following situation. Suppose that we want to prove the existence of an algebraic submanifold with some prescribed topological properties by a desingularization by a small variation of parameters (using, for example, Sard's theorem to prove the existence of such variation). Upper bounds for a geometric complexity of some such submanifold (for example, for principal curvatures) can be obtained by this method. We would like also to mention that the result of Vorobjov was used in a somewhat similar manner to a problem from the geometry of point configurations in the recent article [GPS] .
Note also that Theorems 1.1-1.4 can be similarly stated and proven in the projective case.
Geometry of algebraic hypersurfaces.
Here we relate defined in Section 1 geometric characteristics of the zero set of a polynomial to its analytic characteristics.
Let a compact hypersurface E 71 be the zero set of a polynomial p : R^1 -> R such that gradp(.r) ^ 0 for x € E 71 . Denote by a(p) the ratio^^a x^ ||Hessp(.r)||/^n |gradp(.r)|.
LEMMA 2.1. -r(E 71 ) > ---
Proof.-Suppose r(E 71 ) = dist(xo,yo), where XQ € E 71 , yo € Cente^E^. There are two possibilities.
1) yo is a focal point of E

71
. Then r(E 71 ) = l/|A;(a;o)|, where |A;(a;o)| is the maximal absolute value of a principal curvature at XQ. But the principal curvatures at XQ are the eigenvalues of the matrix of the second fundamental form of E 71 at XQ. It is well-known (cf. [T] ) that the linear operator corresponding to the second fundamental form at XQ can be expressed as --------Hess^.z'o^rE^nh where TE^rco) denotes the tangent |gradp(a-o)| hyperplane to E 71 at XQ. This implies immediately the lemma in the first case.
2) There are two different points x\^x^ € E 71 such that
\Vo -x^\ = \yo -x^\ = dist(yo, E^ = r(^).
This means that VQ = x^ 4-T^E^nOn) = ^ 4-T^E^n^).
Here n(;ri), n(x^) are unit normal vectors to E 71 at a-i and at 2-2, correspond . This polynomial is equal to one at zero and its degree is less or equal to n. Let U(n) be the set of all polynomials q of degree n such that q(fl) = 1 and q(\) > 0 for all A C [0,1]. It is easy to see that 0o(n) = inf \\q\\^\o n > 0.
qEU(n)
' -Indeed, let U>^(n) denote the set of polynomials q of degree n such that the norm of the vector of coefficients of q is greater or equal to one. Let Ui (n) denote the set of polynomials q of degree n such that the norm of the vector of coefficients of q is equal to one. Obviously,
This proves the positivity of^o(^). Now it follows from (2.1) that
Vol^+i (E? n E_) > Oo(n) VoUE( recall that we consider only the case p = 1). Thus, Lemma 2.2 holds with
e(n)=eo(n). n
Denote the volume of a unit n-dimensional ball by Vn-The following lemma relates introduced in Section 1 functionals K, and fi. LEMMA 2.3. -For any smooth compact hypersurface E 71 C ^t he following inequality takes place :
Proof. -By its definition E-is contained in a ball of radius dianiRn-n E 71 . Let p = T^E^. By Lemma 2.2
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Remark. -Actually the proof of Lemma 2.3 gives even more. Namely, we majorized (Vo^E 71 )) 1 /^/^) in terms of ^n). This result can be generalized for codimensions greater than one. One can also majorize /.(E 71 ) in terms of (VoICE 71 )) 1^/^) . (The exact formulations and proofs of the two last statements will appear elsewhere.) Thus, the normalizations of l/r( 
Zero sets of polynomials with integer coefficients.
An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following observation. Suppose that a polynomial p : R 71 -^ R of degree d has integer coefficients and absolute values of these coefficients are bounded by some number N. Let the zero set Z of this polynomial be a compact non-empty set. Then Z belongs to the ball of radius r{N,d,n) centered at the origin of R 71 for some r(7V,d,n) depending only on N,d and n. This follows immediately from the finiteness of the set of considered polynomials. The following result of Vorobjov [V] provides an upper bound for r (N,d,n) . THEOREM 3.1 [V] . -There exist constants consti.consts^consts such that for any d > 2, N > 2, n the following inequality holds :
Proof. -This theorem is a reformulation of the second statement of Theorem 3 in [V] .
The next lemma is a simple corollary of Theorem 3.1. It provides a positive lower bound for min | gradp|. 
Proof. -Consider the following system of two algebraic equations :
The statement of Lemma 3.2 is equivalent to the statement that for any solution (n-i,..., Xn-^-i, ^714-2) of this system \xn^\ < exp (const4 (M InA^0 11^) for some constants const4, consts. But this system can be replaced by a single equation
Note that the set of solutions of this equation is bounded. (The existence of an upper bound on x^^ follows from the fact that |gradp| 2 has a positive minimum on E 71 .) Now Lemma 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1.
Remark. -The idea to use a new variable x 71-1-2 in the proof is an adaptation of a similar idea from the proof of Corollary 3 in [V] . 
Here A is, of course, a Lagrange multiplier. We consider it as an additional variable and want to apply Theorem 3.1 to the polynomial Q of n 4-3 variables at the left hand side of (3.1). The absolute values of (n+2)-th coordinate of solutions of the equation Q = 0 are uniformly bounded because of the finiteness of the set of critical values of p\s n -It is easy also to verify the boundedness of A on the solution set of Q = 0. So, Theorem 3.1 can be applied. It provides an upper bound on x 2^ which by the definition of Xn-^-2 yields a lower bound on pj. It is easy to check that this is the necessary bound. D
We will need also the following proposition which is a well-known corollary of the elimination theory (cf. [VW] , Ch. 11). 2) The zero set ofT is of codimension one in R^.
3) The degree of T is less than (constgd) 2 ". Absolute values of all coefficients ofT are less than exp((const9 d) 271 ). Here constg and constg are some universal constants.
Proof. -Consider the system of (n -h 2) equations j?(:ri,...,a:n+i) =0 where p is the polynomial with indeterminate coefficients a^ (2 = 1,..., k). Homogenizing it and excluding all variables Xj, (j = 1,.. .n -1-1) ( [VW] , ch. 11), we obtain a resultant system of homogeneous polynomials hi of variables 0.1 with integer coefficients. The simultaneous vanishing of all the polynomials b^ on a vector of coefficients OQ of a polynomial po is equivalent
